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1. INTRODUCTION
Let G=S0 _ S1 _ S2 be a partition of a finite group G of order n2 such
that S0=[1], S1=S &11 , S2=S
&1
2 . We say that the subring (S0@ , S1@ , S2@ )
of Z[G] generated by [S0@ , S1@ , S2@ ] is a Schur ring of (n, r)-type over a
group G if |S1|=r(n&1), and (S0@ , S1@ , S2@ ) =ZS0@+ZS1@+ZS2@ (1rn).
We note that (S0@ , S1@ , S2@ ) is a Schur ring of (n, r)-type if and only if S1
is a partial difference set with parameters (n2, r(n&1), V, VV) for some
suitable V and VV (see [7]).
Clearly, (S0@ , S1@ , S2@ ) is a Schur ring of (n, r)-type over a group G if and
only if (S0@ , S2@ , S1@) is a Schur ring of (n, n&r+1)-type over a group G.
Schur rings of (n, r)-type are fairly common in finite geometries and
examples are easily obtained from any partial spread [H1 , H2 , ..., Hr]
(1  r  n) of G of degree r in such a way that S0 = [1], S1 =
H1 _ H2 _ } } } _ Hr&[1], S2=G&S0 _ S1 . Such Schur rings are said to
be of partial spread type and satisfy an equation
S1@2=r(n&1) S0@+(n+r2&3r) S1@+r(r&1) S2@ . (1.1)
A Schur ring of (n, r)-type is said to be of Latin square type [7] if it
satisfies (1.1). All Schur rings of (n, r)-type known to the author are of
Latin square type. However, Schur rings of (n, r)-type are not always those
of partial spread type (see examples below). Any Schur ring of (n, 1)-type
over a group G is of partial spread type. We note that Schur rings of (n, r)-
type are primitive unless r # [1, n] [8]. Under an additional condition that
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the group is abelian, any Schur ring of (n, r)-type for r # [2, 3] and n>22
is of partial spread type (Theorem 4.10).
Example 1.1 (BridgesMena [3]). Set n= p2 with p an odd prime.
Then there exists a partition G=S0 _ S1 _ S2 of a group G=Zn_Zn such
that the Schur ring R=<S0@ , S1@ , S2@ ) is of (n, - n)-type. But, R is not of
partial spread type.
Example 1.2 (ItoMunemasaYamada [5]). Let G=(Z4)s. Then there
exists a partition G=S0 _ S1 _ S2 of G such that the Schur ring R=
<S0@ , S1@ , S2@ ) is of (2s, 2(s+1)2)-type and R is not of partial spread type.
The above examples show that Schur rings of (n, r)-type are not
necessarily obtained from partial spreads. In this article, however, we show
the following.
Theorem 4.7. Set f (r)=4r5&8r4&2r3+10r2&3r&1 and let (S0@ , S1@ , S2@)
be a Schur ring of (n, r)-type over an abelian group G. If n> f (r), then the
Schur ring is of partial spread type.
To prove this we show that
Theorem 4.1. Let (S0@ , S1@ , S2@ ) be a Schur ring of (n, r)-type over an
abelian group G. If n> f (r), then S1@2=r(n&1) S0@+(n+r2&3r) S1@+
r(r&1) S2@ .
Throughout the article all sets and groups are assumed to be finite. Most
definitions and notations are standard and taken from [4] and [6].
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let G be a finite group. For each non-empty subset S of G we set
S&1=[x&1 | x # S ] and S =x # S x( # C[G]). Let G=S0 _ S1 _ S2 be a
partition of G. Assume that
(i) S0=[1],
(ii) S &1i =Si for each i (0i2), and
(iii) S i S i=0k2 pkij Sk@ , where p
k
ij ’s are nonnegative integers
(0i, j2).
Then the subring R=<S0@ , S1@ , S2@ ) of Z[G] is called a three-dimen-
sional (3D) Schur ring over G. It is well known that the concept of a (3D)
Schur ring is equivalent to that of a strongly regular Cayley graph (cf. [3]).
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R is called primitive if Si generates G for any i{0. Moreover, R is said to
be of (n, r)-type if |S1 |=r(n&1) for some r(1rn). By definition, R is
a Schur ring of (n, r)-type if and only if it is of (n, n&r+1)-type. We say
that R is rational if the eigenvalues of the corresponding strongly regular
Cayley graph are rational. Otherwise it is called irrational. By [8] we have
Lemma 2.1. Let R=(S0@ , S1@ , S2@ ) be a Schur ring of (n, r)-type over a
group G for some r(1rn). Then,
(i) R is primitive unless r # [1, n] (see also Example 1.1 in Section 1),
and
(ii) R is rational.
By Lemma 2.1(ii), we have
Lemma 2.2. Let R=(S0@ , S1@ , S2@ ) be a Schur ring of (n, r)-type over an
abelian group G for some r(1rn). Then,
(i) Each Sylow subgroup of G is noncyclic unless r # [1, n].
(ii) Let x, y # G. If (x) =( y) and x # Si for some i # [1, 2], then
y # Si .
(iii) If n is a prime, then the Schur ring is of partial spread type.
Proof. Deny (i). Then, by [2], the Schur ring is not primitive, contrary
to Lemma 2.1. For (ii), see Corollary 2.5 of [3]. (iii) follows from (i)
and (ii).
3. THE CASE r # [1, 2, 3]
In this section we study Schur rings of (n, r)-type for small r’s and prove
that
Theorem 3.1. Let (S0@ , S1@ , S2@ ) be a Schur ring of (n, r)-type over an
abelian group G of order n2 for some r # [1, 2, 3]. Then (S0@ , S1@ , S2@ ) is of
Latin square type.
In the rest of this section we set S=S1 , T=S2 , and S0@ to be always
identified with 1. Assume that (1, S , T ) is a Schur ring of (n, r)-type over
an abelian group G of order n2.
By Lemma 2.1(ii) we have
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Lemma 3.2. Set S 2=a+bS +cT , where a, b, and c are some non-
negative integers. Then,
(i) a=r(n&1) and (c&r2) n+r2+(b&c+1) r+c=0.
(ii) If r<(n+1)2, then c is even.
(iii) Set m=- (b&c)2+4(rn&r&c). Then m is an integer and
m | n2.
Proof. Since S&1=S, a=|S |=r(n&1). Hence r2(n&1)2=r(n&1)+
br(n&1)+c(n&1)(n&r+1). From this (c&r2) n+r2+(b&c+1) r+
c=0. Thus (i) holds.
Let t be any element of T and set 2t=[(u, v) | u, v # S, t=uv, u{v],
1t=[w | w # S, t=w2]. Clearly (u, v) # 2t implies (v, u) # 2t . Hence |2t|#0
(mod 2). Deny (ii). Then 1t{, for any t # T. In particular, |S ||T | and
so r(n&1)(n&1)(n&r+1). Thus r(n+1)2, a contradiction. There-
fore (ii) holds.
Since G =1+S +T and S 2=a+bS +cT we have S 2&(b&c) S &
(rn&r&c)=cG . Hence (iii) follows from Lemma 2.1(ii) and Theorem 3.2
of [3].
Lemma 3.3 Let notations be as in Lemma 3.2.
(i) If r2, then Theorem 3.1 holds.
(ii) If r=3, then c # [2, 4, 6, 8].
Proof. We first argue that c is even when r3. Suppose c is odd. Then,
by Lemma 3.2(ii), r(n+1)2. Hence (n, r) # [(2, 2), (3, 2), (3, 3), (4, 3),
(5, 3)]. By Lemma 2.2(iii), we may assume that (n, r)=(4, 3). Then |T |=6
and G is a group of order 16 and so G contains at least six non-identity
square elements by an argument similar to that in the proof of Lemma
3.2(ii). Hence G&Z16 , contrary to Lemma 2.2(i). Thus c is even when
r3.
Assume that r=1. Then (c&1) n+(b+1)=0 by Lemma 3.2(i). As b and
c are nonnegative integers, c=0 and b=n&1. Hence Theorem 3.1 holds in
this case. Assume now that r=2. Then (n&1)(c&4)=&(2b+2)&2 by
Lemma 3.2(i). Hence c # [0, 1, 2, 3]. By the first paragraph, we have c{1, 3
and by Lemma 2.1(i) c{0. Hence c=2, b=n&2. Thus Theorem 3.1 also
holds in this case.
Assume r=3. By Lemma 2.1(i), c{0. By the first paragraph, it suffices
to show that c9. Assume c10. Since n=2+(6&3b)(c&9)8 by
Lemma 3.2(i), one can show that (b, c, n, d )=(0, 10, 8, 144), (0, 12, 4, 132),
(1, 10, 5, 89), or (1, 12, 3, 97). By Lemma 3.2(iii), we have (b, c, n, d )=
(0, 10, 8, 144). By Lemma 3.2 (iii), m=12 | n2=64, a contradiction. There-
fore (ii) holds.
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Lemma 3.4 Suppose r=3 and c{6. Then n=3l+2 for some positive
integer l and
4c(c&6)2=((c&9)2 l+c2&11c+36) 2&(m(c&9))2.
Proof. By Lemmas 3.2(i) and 3.3(ii), 3 | (n&2). Hence n=3l+2 for
some integer l0. Thus b=9l&lc+2. The lemma follows immediately
from Lemma 3.2(iii).
Lemma 3.5 Suppose r=3.
(i) c{2, 4.
(ii) If c=8, then one of the following holds:
(a) |G|=2452, n=20, |S |=57, |T |=342, b=8,
(b) |G|=52132, n=65, |S |=192, |T |=4032, b=23.
Proof. Assume c=2. Then, by Lemma 3.4, 27=(49l+7m+18)_
(49l&7m+18). Hence we have (l, m, n)=(0, 2, 2), a contradiction.
Similarly we have a contradiction when c=4. By a similar argument, we
also have (ii).
Lemma 3.6 Suppose r=3. Then c{8.
Proof. Assume (a) of Lemma 3.5(ii). Since b=c=8, S is a (400,57,8)-
difference set in G with a multiplier &1. By Theorem 4.25 of [6] we have
a contradiction.
Assume (b) of Lemma 3.5(ii). Let P and Q be Sylow 5- and 13-sub-
groups of G, respectively. By Lemma 2.2(i), P and Q are noncyclic. Clearly
S{P* _ Q*. Hence S contains at least one element of order 65, say z.
For u # [1, 5, 13, 65] set Wu=[x # (z) | o(x)=u]. Then W65/S1 by
Lemma 2.2(ii). By direct calculation, W65@ 2=48W1@ +36W5@ +36W13@+33W65@ .
Hence b33, a contradiction.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. By Lemmas 3.3(ii), 3.5, and 3.6 we have c=6.
Thus the theorem follows from Lemma 3.2(i).
4. PROOF OF THEOREMS 4.1 AND 4.7
In this section we study Schur rings of (n, r)-type. First we prove that
Theorem 4.1 If n> f (r), then any Schur ring of (n, r)-type over an
abelian group G of order n2 is of Latin square type.
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Remark 4.2 (i) Since G =S0@+S1@+S2@ , one can check that the Schur
ring in Theorem 4.1 satisfies the following equations:
(i) S1@2=r(n&1) S0@+(n+r2&3r) S1@+r(r&1) S2@
(ii) S1@ S2@ =(r&1)(n&r+1) S1@+r(n&r) S2@ , and
(iii) S2@ 2=(n&r+1)(n&1) S0@+(n&r+1)(n&r) S1@+(n2&2rn+
(r&1)(r+2)) S2@ .
To prove Theorem 4.1 we may assume that r4 by Theorem 3.1.
Similarly, as (S0@ , S2@ , S1@) is a Schur ring of (n, n&r+1)-type, we may also
assume that n&r+14. Moreover, if c=r2&r, then b=n+r2&3r by
Lemma 3.2(i) and so the theorem holds. Therefore, in the rest of this sec-
tion we assume that
4rn&3, r2&r{c. (4.2.1)
Lemma 4.3. c{r2.
Proof. Assume c=r2. Then, by Lemma 3.2(i), b=r2&2r&1. Hence
m=- 4rn+1 | n2 by Lemma 3.2(iii). This is a contradiction.
Lemma 4.4.
n
4cr2(r2&r&c)2&(r2+c)(c&r2+r)&(r2&c) r
(r2&c)2
.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2(i),
c=r2+
r3&2r2&(b+1) r
n&r+1
(4.4.1)
and b=(n&1) r+c&1&c(n+1)r. Substituting this into the equation of
Lemma 3.2(iii) gives
(r2&c)2 n2+2(r2+c)(c&r2+r) n+(c&r2+r)2=(rm)2 (4.4.2)
From this we have
((r2&c)2 n+(r2+c)(c&r2+r))2&((r2&c) rm)2=4cr2(r2&r&c)2.
Thus
(r2&c)2 n+(r2+c)(c&r2+r)+(r2&c) rm | 4cr2(r2&r&c)2. (4.4.3)
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If c=0, then the Schur ring is imprimitive, which is contrary to Lemma
2.1(i) and (4.2.1). Hence c>0 and so 4cr2(r2&r&c)2>0 by (4.2.1). There-
fore
(r2&c)2 n+(r2+c)(c&r2+r)+(r2&c) rm4cr2(r2&r&c)2. (4.4.4)
As m1, the lemma follows from (4.4.4).
Lemma 4.5 If n> f (r), then 2cr2&r&1.
Proof. By assumption r<( f (r)+1)2<(n+1)2. Hence c is even by
Lemma 3.2(ii). In particular, c2.
By (4.4.1), c<r2+(r3&2r2&r)( f (r)&r+1)<r2+1. Hence cr2&1
by Lemma 4.3. Assume c=r2& g, where 1gr&1. Then, by Lemma
3.2(i), we have b=r2& g&1&2r+g(n+1)r. By Lemma 3.2(iii),
m2=\&1&2r+g(n+1)r +
2
+4(rn&r&r2+ g). (4.5.1)
Set d=g(n+1)r. Then d is a positive integer and gn=rd& g. Multiplying
both sides of (4.5.1) by g2 and substituting rd& g for gn, we have
(gm)2=(gd+2r2&2rg& g)2&4(r& g)2 (r2& g).
From this (gd+2r2&2rg& g+ gm)(gd+2r2&2rg& g&mg)=4(r& g)2_
(r2& g)>0. Hence gd+2r2&2rg& g+ gm divides 4(r& g)2 (r2& g) (>0).
It follows that gd+2r2&2rg& g<4(r& g)2(r2& g). Since d=g(n+1)r,
we have n  .(g) =&4rg + 4(r3 + 2r2) & (8r4 + 4r3 & 2r2 & r) g&1 +
(4r5&2r3) g&2&1. As gr&1, .(g)$=&4r& g&3(8r5&4r3& g(8r4+
4r3&2r2&r))<&4r<0. Thus n.(g).(1)= f (r), a contradiction.
Therefore the lemma holds.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Set x=r2&c. By Lemma 4.4, we have
nh(x) :=&4r2x+4r4+8r3&1&
8r5+4r4&2r2
x
+
4r6&2r3
x2
.
By Lemma 4.5, 2cr2&r&1 and so r+1xr2&2. Clearly
(r+1)&1x&1(r2&2)&1. Since +(x) :=&(8r5+4r4&2r2)x+(4r6&2r3)
x2 = (4r6 & 2r3)(1x & (4r5 + 2r4 & r2)(4r6 & 2r3))2 & (4r5 + 2r4 & r2)2
(4r6&2r3) and (r+1)&1<(4r5+2r4&r2)(4r6&2r3)=(4r3+2r2&1)
(4r4&2r), we have nh(x)&4r2(r+1)+(4r4+8r3&1)++((r2&2)&1)
=4r4&4r3&4r2&16r&23&(34r3+92r2&64r&88)(r3&2r2+4)< f (r),
a contradiction. Thus we have the theorem.
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Remark 4.6. We note that f (1)=0, f (2)=17, and f (3)=350. However,
the equations in Remark 4.2 are true for every r3 as we have shown in
Theorem 3.1. The author knows no example of a Schur ring of (n, r)-type
that does not satisfy the equations. It is conceivable that every Schur ring
of (n, r)-type over an abelian group may be of Latin square type though it
is not necessarily of partial spread type.
As a corollary of Theorem 4.1 we prove
Theorem 4.7 Let (S0@ , S1@ , S2@ ) be a Schur ring of (n, r)-type over an
abelian group G. Suppose n> f (r). Then the Schur ring is of partial spread
type.
To show this we need Bruck’s result on nets (cf. Theorem 7.15 of [1]).
A net N=N(P, L) (see [4]) is an incidence structure with a set of points
P and a set of lines L satisfying
(i) [P1 , P2]1 for any two distinct points P1 , P2 # P, (Here
[P1 , P2] denotes the number of lines of L through P1 and P2 .)
(ii) for any non-flag (P, l), there exists a unique line g # L such that
P # g and l & g=,, and
(iii) there exist 3 mutually non-parallel lines of L.
If N(P, L) is a net, then it is well known that there exist positive integers
n and r (3rn+1) such that
|P|=n2, |L|=nr, and |l|=n, [P]=r
for any line l # L and a point P # P. Therefore, the net is called an
(n, r)-net.
Theorem 4.8 (Bruck [1, Theorem 7.15]). Let (P, E) be a strongly
regular graph with parameters (v, k, *, +)=(n2, r(n&1), n+r2&3r,
r(r&1)). If n>(r4&2r3+2r2+r&2)2, there exists an (n, r)-net N(P, L)
on P such that
E=[[P1 , P2] | P1 , P2 # P, P1{P2 , [P1 , P2]=1].
Remark. In the above lemma, L is the set of maximal complete sub-
graphs of (P, E) and each line contains exactly n vertices.
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Lemma 4.9. Let N(P, L) be an (n, r)-net admitting a point-regular
abelian automorphism group G. If r{n, n+1, then
(i) Gl1 & Gl2=1 for any non-parallel lines l1 , l2 # L, and
(ii) G stabilizes each parallel class C, and Gl is a subgroup of order n
for l # C.
Proof. (i) is obvious by the regularity of G on P. Let L1 be a G-orbit
on L and let l1 # L1 . Set H=Gl1 . If Gl1=1, then |L1|=|G|=n
2 and so
r=n or n+1, contrary to the assumption. Hence Gl1{1. If L1 contains a
line l2 non-parallel to l1 , then Gl1=Gl2 as G is abelian. This implies that
Gl1 (=Gl2) fixes l1 & l2 , contrary to the regularity of G on P. Thus L1/C
for some parallel class C of the net. If L1{C, then |Gl1|>n as |C|=n.
Hence, as [l1]=n, Gl1 fixes a point on l1 , a contradiction. Therefore
L1=C and |Gl1|=n. Thus (ii) holds.
Proof of Theorem 4.7. We consider the strongly regular Cayley graph
1=1G, S1 and apply Theorems 4.1 and 4.8 to 1. Let L be the set of lines
of the resulting net. We note that each line is a subset of G. Let l # L. Then
l is a subset of G and is a maximal complete subgraph of 1. By definition
of edges of 1, lx is also a maximal complete subgraph of 1 for any x # G
and so is a line of L. Thus G is an automorphism group of the net.
Let l be a line that contains 1 and set Gl=[x # G | lx=l]. Let y # Gl .
Then y=1 } y # l } y=l and so we have Gl/l. On the other hand,
|G : Gl |=n by Lemma 4.9(ii) and hence |Gl |=n2n=n. Thus Gl=l and
l is a subgroup of G of order n. Let [l1 , } } } , ls] be the set of lines of L
through 1. Then li ’s are subgroups of G of order n.
Let x be an element of G&[1]. Then x is joined to 1 if and only if
1&1x=x # S1 . Hence l1 _ } } } ls&[1]=S1 and so s=r. By Lemma 4.9(i),
we have Theorem 4.7.
By Theorems 3.1 and 4.8 and by Lemma 2.2(iii), similarly we have
Theorem 4.10. Let r # [1, 2, 3] and let (S0@ , S1@ , S2@ ) be a Schur ring of
(n, r)-type over an abelian group G. Then the Schur ring is of partial spread
type except in the following cases: (i) (n, r)=(4, 2), (ii) r=3 and n22.
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